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Dancing is a great opportunity for helping the development of physical and learning skills, emotional
well-being, self expression and having fun.

Frequently, children and young people with autism spectrum conditions have balance and coordination
difficulties which in some cases can hinder their ability to learn practical, physical and sports skills. These
issues can result in lack of confidence, not being very good at or popular in team activities, poor posture,
being inactive, clumsy or socially isolated. They may even be hiding unknown talents.

PHYSICAL BENEFITS
Our body needs to be used and move in order to experience and then learn where the parts of the body are. Once we know
where our body parts are in relation to ourself without looking, we learn how to move in relation to space and others and
judge distances. The muscles around the joints need to be strong to become co-ordinated. Good balance and well co-
ordinated large movements are known to be beneficial to the finer movements that we make for example with our hands
to write and use tools. By using our bodies to move in dancing it will improve body and spatial awareness, balance, posture,
and strength.

BENEFITS TO LEARNING
Dancing is an opportunity to learn by watching, listening and experiencing. It doesn’t depend solely on hearing instructions
which pass quickly and can be hard to understand and follow for some. The repetition and use of sequences that can be
gradually built on, reduce anxiety and assist learning. It can be very difficult to learn in a state of anxiety. Dancing can help
to increase concentration, the ability to follow instructions and memory. The concepts of left and right, up and down and
other positions can be named and learned.

EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL BENEFITS
Physical activity is now well known to help reduce stress and improve emotional well-being. It is a discipline with set rules
and expectations which helps to reduce anxiety and to learn appropriate behaviour. Dancing can foster new interests,
talents and success, with a huge boost to self esteem. It can be a medium for self expression and creativity. Friendships
can be formed. Dancing can be an opening to join in with community activities.

Music is very powerful with numerous qualities including motivation, organising the brain and body, increasing attention and
changing emotions.

Let’s all dance
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To purchase a copy of “Step In The Righ Direction” with Anna Kennedy simply visit www.annakennedyonline.com


